
 
 
Dear A, 

 

Your beautiful soul matrix energies are all about transformation.  You bring the energies, 

knowledge and information from many past lives in Tibet where you were a Buddhist Monk and 

brought great light into the world and great wisdom. 

 

You bring the great and magnificent gift of Divine Light and the transcendence of Karma and other 

blocks and issues for people.  You also have the unique ability to shift DNA and cellular memory 

for acceleration, regeneration and renewal.  You have many gifts and knowledge to share with 

others as shown to me in your Soul Matrix. 

 

I always feel blessed when I see someone who has such wisdom, power and beauty radiating out as 

you have.  All the symbols, colors and strokes on your Divine Blueprint painting are manifestations 

of how your energy and gifts flow out to the universe.  Each color vibration, shape, symbol and 

flow represent the way you use your gifts and abilities with the world. 

 

You carry enormous wisdom as shown in the golden yellow rays of light which emanate from your 

Divine Blueprint.  The gold also represents the wisdom you own.  The yellow rays represent your 

intellect, meaning that your wisdom flows down through your intellect to all in the universe.   

 

 
 

You have a hidden Sacred Golden Temple Community at the very top of your 

Divine Blueprint.  This beautiful temple community represents your ability to create a place 

where others can go within their body, mind and spirit.  Your temple has golden pathways which 

provide access for all those on earth to travel and gain knowledge, healing, and community. 
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When I began the reading, I saw a brilliant yellow ball of light radiating out with 

the most magnificent magenta and pink ray (wings).  In the symbol of your Solar Sun and 

Wings is many, many meanings and one is showing your level of experience and awareness while 

here on the earth plane is filled with great wisdom, dynamic energy and love. 

 

One of your gifts is transformation of DNA within other as demonstrated by your gold and silver 

energy.  There are energetic gold and silver planets of light which provides a flow of energy from 

earth to heaven for many to walk.  You provide this. 

 

 
 

There are celestial streams of radiant light streaming downward.  These celestial 

energies reveal many Angelic beings work along with you doing the work of your Divine Plan.  

Archangel Michael, Gabriel and Raphael play a large role in what you are here to accomplish.   

Archangel Michael works with the Karmic cords to dissolve all old issues for yourself and others.  

Archangel Gabriel works with you in your communication with others so that just the right 

information is passed along.  And last, but not least, Archangel Raphael work with you to heal the 

energy of others and during the DNA Cellular shifting work that you do. 

 

 

 

 


